Abstract -
INTRODUCTION
Near infrared (NIR) imaging of vein has many applications in biomedical fields. Recently, many studies [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and several devices [6] [7] [8] [9] have been developed to assist physicians in finding veins. Especially, NIR light are non-ionizing radiation and non-invasive so it can be used for a long time without harm to patients. Near infrared imaging technologies display subcutaneous veins based on the principle of light propagation, absorption, refraction, reflection and scattering in the different layers of skin. When using near-infrared LED with wavelength of 850 nm to illuminate, this nearinfrared light infiltrates the skin and subcutaneous fat efficiently because of the low absorption of the tissue in this NIR-wavelength. Blood is scattered in the skin and subcutaneous fat, will be absorbed or scattered near-infrared light in the forward direction. Unlike skin and fat [5] blood appears darker regions because hemoglobin in blood absorbs significantly more NIR light than the surrounding tissue. In addition, NIR light is scattered by all tissues. To capture better vein images and enhance vein contrast between skin tissues and veins, three main illumination methods have been studied in recent years: transmission method, reflection method and combination of transmission and reflection method. These researches has achieved success in improving the source illumination by combining multiple illuminants with different wavelengths [9] or used cross polarizer and neutral density filters to eliminate amount of glare lights. Therefore, in this paper, the transmission mode which high power led 850 nm lighting was used to display vein images with maximizing the contrast between skin tissues and veins. The strong glare occurring on skin surfaces during illumination process is one of the reasons causing contrast deterioration in NIR images. The optical system with near infrared filter and neutral density filter were used to eliminate the amount of glare light that can pass through the camera. The image processing algorithms are also used to enhance the quality images and the contrast of venous imaging. Finally, on basic of combining a vein infrared imaging method and a projector system, the vein instrument can be optimally designed for viewing veins with high-definition and in real-time on surfaces of the skin.
METHODS

Optics System
In this research, optical system is composed of a NIR high sensitive CCD camera with a resolution set to 640 x 480 pixel at 60 fps, a NIR illumination source with wavelength 850 nm, an IR bandpass filter (F.IR) (Edmund optics, USA), a neutral density (N.D) filter (Edmund optics, USA). In the Design and enhance the vein recognition using near infrared light and projector Tran Van Tien, Dau Sy Hieu, Nguyen Tri Dan, Huynh Quoc Sang, Huynh Quang Linh * transmission method, the hand is placed between the optical system and the LED infrared illuminators. When this light passes through the hand, the image is captured by the camera. Digital image processing was used to segment blood vessels out of the image. After that, processed blood vessel image is projected back to the patient's skin right into the position where is corresponding blood vessels.
To display the vein image into patient's skin, we use a mini projector with Texas Instrument's DLP ® Technology. This technology enables to create a projector with small profile and suitable for a device required portability. The projector and the CCD camera are optically aligned to point into one area. There are placed perpendicular and have a beam splitter placed between. The image from subject goes into the beam splitter and is reflected at the base of two prisms which glued together into the camera. And the image after processing is come from the mini projector, goes through the beam splitter and is projected into the skin of the patient. 
Image Processing Algorithm
We identify and enhance the contrast between venous and background regions. The processed images are presented below (Fig.2) . Vein raw images after the pre-processing steps (which reduce salt-pepper noise by median filter, increasing contrast and properly cropping) are converted into grayscale images. Then, the Otsu or K-means algorithm is used to calculate the threshold and segmentation for this images. 
RESULT
We concern in the output image projecting into patient's skin is the shape of the blood vessel segmented from original infrared image obtained by the CCD camera. The speed of these algorithm is also important to make this system can run in real-time. To do this, we use adapthisteq algorithm to enhance the contrast betweenblood vessels and others surrounding tissues. The contrast-enhanced images are then converted into binary images by thresholding algorithm. Blood vessel are appeared significantly darker than surrounding tissues. By thresholding, we can segment veins out of the images, mark it by the bright color to ready to display into the patient's skin by the projector (Fig.3) . With requirements to create a portable device that can help doctors and nurses detect bloods vessel directly, we created a vein viewer model which can project the vein into patients' skin. It has some advantages than others infrared vein viewing devices [6] [7] [8] which require an monitor to observe vein images, this system can project the image in real-time directly to the surface where the blood vessels lie below. The system including: an optics system including a beam splitter for the CCD camera to observe images for the projector on projecting the veins image to the surface; a Raspberry Pi 3 mini computer to receive the image captured by the CCD camera for performing image processing and segmenting procedure and sends them to the projector. We test this system with our volunteers in the back of hands and wrisst. In figure  4 .A we can see the distribution of blood vessel in volunteer's back of hand and in figure 4 .B is the vein image in the arm of the volunteer. The position and the size of the image and the actual size of the vein is calibrated. In the arm
CONCLUSION
The NIR imaging of human hand has many advantages in biomedical field, which not only locates vein imaging but also maps normal and abnormal veins in treating disorders, or diagnosing related diseases with high contrast easily, exactly, and safely. On basic of combining the vein infrared imaging method and a projector system, a simple non-invasive vein finding system is designed which can be facilitated peripheral venous access for patients with difficult veins, which enhanced firstattempt success rates. 
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